It defines in its half-plane of convergence a holomorphic function. Let n and fa be the abscissa of convergence and the abscissa of absolute convergence respectively of f(s). Let (if) be the maximum of (aa (eAn (n=1, 2, [B] M(o-)<tc(a-+D+(9), (9>0, o>o(). In this paper we prove several relations between these auxiliary functions. M(o) etc., which are true whether f(s) be of finite or infinite order.
We shall use the following notations. and therefore for a sufficiently large
log+ (1) n (E'n) log (9')+log(n) =i, log(n) -E'log,U(n)<-log p(S) log()-logt()<log()nlog p (9) v(x) dx Thus using (4. 6), (4.7) (1-9) log jc(n)<e3 do- 
